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A Computing and Lingui stics Problem
Mrs. Changer is attempting the following problem as a Lingui stics cum
Computing student: to read a simple English sentence and print it out in
four forms (including the original) - interrog a tive / indicative and positive/
negative . It has not gone as fast as I expected , and I hope herewith to
give it a boost.
We assume the existence of a dictionary constructed according to good
computing practice. (For non-experts in computing , see Appendix 1 .)
Initially we assume it to be an array filled thus:

DICT :

0

The N' s are counting (or sizing) information and the inner rectangles are
data . The O's are special N's with value zero . If a pointer refers to an
item, then it points to the N proceding that item in the array . The va lue
of t his N is such that P := P+DICT[PJ moves the pointer P to its next
possible position. If the item is internally structured then Q := P+ 1
creates a pointer (Q) to this internal structure . The diagram shows each
e ntry as structured into two parts - one for spelling and one for properties .
A pointer handling procedure
proc Advance (p,L); integer p; l abel L;
if M[pJ = 0 then goto L else p := p+M[pJ ;
will provide a means of stepping through a structure without risk of stepping
r igh t off the end of it or landing in a tight loop . As Lis a parameter it
can be a fixed method of reporting failur e or adapted to the circumstances .
We assume that a sentence is everything up to a full stop, that sp aces
separate words, that punctuation marks other than full stop can be trea t ed
(Stainless Stephen fashion) as words .
We assume that the dictionary is searched as sentences are r ead in, and
a sentence is stored as a sequence of pointers to the dictionary, thus

DD

Dictionary

etc
Sentce

(It may be objected, wh at about punctuation marks? It should not
be ob j ected . But it should be remembered that if punctuation marks count
as wor ds then they must be included in compiling the dictionary . ) Subsequent use of the dictionary confines search to the internal structure of
one entry .
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The s impl est Engli sh sentence consists of three parts, the second one
being verbal and the third possibly empty.
(bacon
John eats ( quickly
(

Construction of the four forms of this will highlight three matters that
must be dealt wi th

I I
Does

Does

bJ
t

quickly

John does not

eat

quickly

B

eat

quickly

John
John

John

quickly

The three rectangles pinpoint these matters .
(1) "Eats" and "eat " are two forms of the same word; it must be possibl e
to find either in the dictionary , and to rel ate one to the other . The l atter
i s difficult if there are separate entries . We do not want to blow up the
dictionary by too many entries . A structure of the form

C*OME *OMING *AME *OMES
is suggested as the "spelling " part of the entry .
(It does not cope easily
with "ATE" but we are not y e t aiming at tense changes . Perhap s we can avoid
t he problem for now, but it may be forced on us by "IS" and "WAS". We cannot altogether avoid tense considerations even at th e simplest level if we
are to select "DO" or "DID" correctly . Perh aps auxiliaries should h ave
separate entries for present and past, related as described in the Appendix.)
Given this style of entry, the "properties " part of the entry must contain at least
( a) can it be a verb - "yes" or "no ", and if "yes" then
(b) that the formally defined parts are spelt certain ways
As an example of (b), we need
infinitive

pres part

past part

EAT

1

4

3

COME

1

2

1

etc .

The entry is simply the sequence 143 ••• or 121 ••• suitably stored .

- 3 (2) and (3) force us to extend our notion of sentence structure even
in the simplest case . It is probably worth including one further feature,
shown in
Today, John is eating bacon
Today, is John eating bacon?
i . e . a preamble which remains a preamble even in the interrog ative form .
As a first approximation to the r ecognition problem, anything preceding a
comma which does not contain a recognisable "second part" is not "fir st
part and second part" but "pre amble ".
The minimum structure capable of dealing with our posed problem seems
to be
preamble
subject group
inter group - <empty> or NOT (and other possibilities?)
verb group, either

or

( 1)

auxiliary
non finite verb

(2) finite verb

postlude
We must therefore aim to construct one further array, the analysis array,
consisting mostly of pointers into the sentence array which delimit the
above parts, but in its fourth element including also whether (1) or ( 2)
is found . (If (2) is found then only one of the two following entries i s
actually used - the second for preference , as it is a pointer pair . We might
then economise (slightly dangerously) by letting AUX= O imply "no aux"
therefore type (2), and dispense with the type entry . ) An example of ANALYS IS
might be

lysis:

PREAMBLE

Note that except for its fourth item(= 1 or 2) the analysis array consists
entirely of pairs of pointers with preassigned significance (AUX may possibly
not need move than one). The fact that the pointer is AUX shows CAN to occur
before the group pointed at by SUBJECT indentifies the given sentence as
interrogative .
The array "analysis" is therefore of fixed length - twelve items on the
above count . Incidentally, it should perhaps have been said earlier that
INTER i s what comes between subject and verb .
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A second analysis-arr ay may be required to hold transformed forms .
By adding words after the end of the ac tual sentence in SENTENCE we can
point to them from this second analysis , which would be just like the first
except that it would have DOES GO in place of GOES etc ., or vice versa, i f
necessary, and INTER with <empty> al ternating with NOT as necessary .
Me ans of printing out from the analysis in the correct word order is
not difficult . It requires for indicative positive
Preamble, subject, aux , inter, verb, postlude
transferring to verb- type (2) (and aux empty) if possible . For indicativ e
negative verb- type (1) is mandatory , the order as above . For interrogative
verb- type (1) is again mandatory and the order is
Preamble

aux

subject

inter

verb

Two complications arise in this .
is in fact a main verb . Thus

postlude

The first is when an apparent al.Kiliary

Today, John has a lecture
has several possible negatives
Today, John does not have a lecture
Today, John has not got a lecture
Today, John has no lecture
Today, John hasn't a lecture
(The first with an American feel, the second faintly to be deprecated and
the third and fourth involving coalescences which complicate the problem
in other respects) and interrogatives include both
Today, has John [got] a lecture
and

Today, does John have a lecture

Similar transformations of
John is at home
need to be studied . The second complication occurs with forms of INTER other
then <empty> and NOT . Thus
John always eats b acon
This second complication is a matter for detailed preliminary linguistic
analysis which would be out of place here .
When there are alternative forms it is outside the immediate problem
to present them all, but one may wonder whether they should be recognised .
The most likely case of this is the alternative

BIBLIOTHEEK M/11111 M/111:,CH CEfHliUM
NM.,rtllDAM
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Is John not at home
Is not John a t home
(with IS'NT as the slurred form of the l atter - these slurred forms are
another excursus beyond the present scope) . In a form like
Isn 't John ever coming home
the NOT and the EVER are both parts of INTER, and being non contiguous, cannot be accomodated in our present analysis format . It is probably comparatively easy to get over this, but it is another complication to be avoided i n the
presen t circumstances unless the linguistic arguments for permitting it are
compelling. Questions of double negatives also arise here .
Setting up ANALYSIS is the primary loose end still unconsidered . One
can (and should, perh aps) think of a parsing machine programme which reorgani ses words rather than character s , and in many cases classes of word s
rather than words . The picture is therefore one in which SENTENCE ( with
words as individual items) is the corr ectly f ormatted text for analysis,
and there will be many pseudosemantic routines which, instead of identifying
the next word, go straight from it to its property list in DICT .
The parsing machine is a set-up in which instructions of the form
<seri al noJ : <operation> <next instruc t ion Iv <next instruction B> < comment>
are provided. These are of two sorts . In the first we either recognise
something , accep t it and go to next instruction A, or we fail to recognise
it and go to next instruction B. The <oper ation> i s the name of what we
try to recognise . In the second , we do something; these have operations S1 ,
S2 ••• and what we do is written in the comment. This type of ins truction
often has only one designated seque l in which case <next instruc tion B> i s a
dwnmy , written as · 00 for clarity, but some instruc tions in this class do
have two exi ts . The operations available among instructions of the first
type are as f ollows
AUX seeks to recognise a s ingle word which can be an auxiliary f inite
verb . One avoids having to include an S-type in struction after it, if it
also records its discovery in ANALYSIS when successful .
COMMA and NOT need no particu lar comment
INTER, as already imp lied , r aises some difficulties .
NOT and also some other adverbial type words .

It recognises

FV recognises a word which can be a finite verb (see GROUP)
NFV recogn ises a word whi ch can be a non- finite verb .
GROUP recognises any sequence of words which does not contain any of
the foregoing - i . e . the sequence terminates before any of these . For the
purposes of the parsing machine it exits by < instruction B> if it reaches
a full stop withou t otherwi se terminating . It al so records for future
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reference whether it contains a noun (or equiv a lent, e . g . pronoun,
or gerund, which will make it possible to define the group as a "subject" . )
Words like WALK which can be nouns or v erbs are identified as verbs by FV,
only if some previous "noun" has been found which can (by rules of agreement)
act as its subject.
Genitive nouns should count as adjectives .

Thus in my

John's fish fish flounder
the first "fish" is a noun and the second a verb by this rule; in
John's fish flounder
the interpretation of "John ' s " as e lliptical for "John ' s fish" is ru l ed out ,
"fish" is a noun, and "flounder " is a v erb .
When T occurs as the exit instruction, it implies that the analysis i s
complete , F indicates an ungrammatical text. The tentative programme is as
follows
1:
2:

3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :
11 :
12 :
13 :
14:

15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :

AUX
GROUP
COM!'1A
S1
S2
AUX
FV
S3
NOT
INTER
S4
GROUP
S5

NOT

s
GROUP
S2
INTER
S4

19:
20 :

NFV

21 :
22 :
23 :

NFV
S7

S6

14
3

4
1
6

18

2
F
5

00
F
7

Identify group as pr e amble
Identify group as subject if noun found

8

9

12
F
11

00

7

00

Identify INTER as s u ch

13
12
15
16

T
00

Identify group as postlude

16
00

See text about NOT in this position

17
18

19
20
21
22
21
12

Identify FV as such

10
F

F
F

Identify group as subject if noun found

20
00
23

Identify INTER as such

00

Identi fy as NFV

12
00

Reidentify AUX as main verb .

(FV)

A more diagrammatic form which may be more helpful is in Appendix II .
The foregoing analysis is prim arily linguisti c but is expressed in
computing terms (the parsing machine) and it is an absolute prerequisite
to our knowing what we need from our dic tionary. The main structure of
the dictionary has already been discu ssed, bu t no details of the property
list . Now that we know the form our analysis is to take, we can see what
its demands on the dictionary will be , and structure our proper ty list
accordingly .

Appencix I

An array is a sequence of locations in the computer store, each
capable of holding an integer . A loc ation can also hold a letter, by
coding the letters A=1, B=2 etc . The locations are numbered, and the
array is given a name . Thus

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

_4_j_1__.__1_s__4__3_ .__9__6_______4_..._2_0_..._s_.,_j_s_j_o_...l_o___________

DICT:

(...

A single location may also be given a name

If Pis intended to point into the dictionary then it points at the first
location in it, because P holds the number 1 . This location is known as
DICT[1] or, for as long as the content s of P remain at 1 , DICT[P].
The contents of DICT[P] is the number 4 . If we add this to the present
value of P and replace the present contents of P by this new value, P contains
a new value, 5. This process is written
p

p

p

becomes

its original value

+

DICT[P]

+

what it pointed to

P has skipped over locations 2 , 3, 4 , which contain coded values for A, N, D.
If we repeat the process, since P[5] holds 3, we change P to 8, skipping over
6, 7 which hold I, F. Repeating the process again skips over T, H, E. It
cannot be continued further because P holds 12 ; DICT[12] is O, and P
refuses to move further~ This dictionary thus contains the three entries M~,
IF, THE.
We have to know that this is s imply a word list.
complicated structure might be

A more useful but more

(the l etter s stil l coded numerically in the computer, of course, but it reads
more easily if we do not code them on paper) . Hence, by Q := P+1, Q gives
us the internal structure of the entry . Q := Q+DICT[Q] will skip over ,
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first CAT and then N, indicating that CAT is a NOUN, or, after P := P+DICT[P];
over A and A, indicating that A is an ARTICLE, or again, over GO
and Vindicating that GO is a VERB .

Q := P+1,

An entry

10 5 WALK 3 NV 0
indicating that WALK is both Noun and Verb, is perfectly possible .
we can write it like this

Alternatively,

11 5 WALK 2 N 2 V 0
which opens wider possibilities .

J9
t

For example, we can write

:i,,
3

I

S

4

V

0

10

t

4

W A S

4

V

. .

0

I j

where the dots are pointers . AV is here fol lowed by pointer s to the present
and past forms of the word (one of which is the entry itself ) .
There are many other possibilities ; the one and only essential is never,
by accident , to apply the rules for deciphering one structure to an entry
which is actually of a different structure .

START

./AUX
~
o
( 2) Seek GROUP

/

~

FAIL if complete text
at this stage

(3) Seek COMMA

(4)

Identi{Gro~
as preamble up \
(5) Identify Group
as Subject

I~

(15) Identify NOT

\

(6)

( 16 ) Seek GROUP

FAIL if no "noun"

Seek AUX

\

(7) Seek Finite Verb

(17) Identify Group

as Subject
(9) Seek NOT

"

/

FAIL if

FAIL

/
F~ IL
( 11) Identify as
INTER

(18) Seek INTER

(19) Identi ~

(10) Seek INTER

I

INTER
'"
(20) Seek non finite Verb

(8) Identify as
Finite Verb

Re identify AUX
as Finite Verb

( 12 Seek GROUP

I

~

Identify as Postlude

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

AT FULL STOP
Appendix II

Notes: Branch always to left for success,
right for failure
FAIL means reject as ungramma tic a l
Identify means "update analysis"

